Rapide Black Ice

All day.

Super tough

All night.

DLC finished barrel

Tritium and ﬁber sights.

Durable, easy to clean.

CRISP
BREAK
Premium trigger, set at 4-5lbs.
undercut

Material removed from
under the trigger guard for
higher grip access.

360º GRIP
TEXTURING
Stiplex™ texturing
and stair-stepped
serrations keep
you conﬁdent.

MADE IN
AMERICA

available in

9mm, .45 acp, 10mm

For more information on Rapide (Black Ice)
visit kimberamerica.com
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EXPERT TIPS ON REAL-WORLD TRAINING

RONIN
SPRINGFIELD’S NEW 1911
IS FEATURE-PACKED AND
NICELY AFFORDABLE

RUGER
CHARGER

+
KORTH
.44 MAG.

HORNADY
SUBSONIC
WALTHER
Q5 KIT

A POWERFUL &
VERSATILE 9MM

TAURUS G3c

HANDY, RELIABLE
CCW GUN FOR $300

LESS BUCK

Our new, affordable P17™ pistol makes range days a lot less expensive and far more fun.
It’s light weight, easy to handle and features a fiber optic front sight and an adjustable
rear. With low cost .22LR ammo and a 16+1 capacity, you, too, can rack up bullseyes for
pennies a pop. Innovation. Performance. KelTec. See more at KelTecWeapons.com.
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CONFIDENCE
ACHIEVED
We know the decision to own and carry a firearm is not made lightly. To do so with confidence, you rely on the proficiency that can only
be achieved with practice and use at the range. That’s why we’ve developed the new Lite Rack ™ LCP® II, a low-recoil pistol with an easy-to-manipulate
slide that shoots comfortably regardless of your hand size or strength. Whether used as a training tool for your existing LCP® or LCP® II, or as
a concealed carry option, the new LCP® II in .22 LR allows you to train with and operate your pistol with confidence.

RUGER LITE RACK
®

™

NOW FEATURED ON THE ALL NEW, LOW-RECOILING LCP® II CHAMBERED IN .22 LR.

RUGER.COM/LITERACK
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Covering All the Bases
I thoroughly enjoyed Richard Nance’s article on “Carry Considerations”
in the August/September issue. He really covered all the bases on every
realistic aspect of carrying concealed and really delved into what impact
various types of cover garments have on concealing different kinds of
handguns in different carry positions. I would offer one point of contradiction. He states that in appendix carry, compared to on the hip, “the draw
stroke is shortened.” I would contend that there are more individual
muscle movements required to draw and orient the gun on to target from
appendix than from the hip, hence, not really a shortened draw stroke.
G. M arks, West VirGinia

Taking Up for the Tokarev
In the August/September issue, a reader suggests the 9mm Makarov for
defense. It’s a great round, but I have never seen anyone suggest the
7.62x25mm Tokarev as a self-defense round. Why not? The 7.62x25mm
round can generate more than 500 ft.-lbs. of energy at the muzzle when
it’s moving at 1,600+ fps. I think the 7.62x25mm is a great round.
D. a nDerson, VerMont

8 Great Red-Dot-Ready Pistols
HANDGUNS.COM | ARTICLES YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED

WALTHER CCP .380

RUGER-57

BFRs Donated to Pro Bull Riders Event
Magnum Research is donating three BFR revolvers to to this year’s Lucas
Oil Invitational Pro Bull Ride. Two of the three—including this customengraved .30-30 Winchester with 10-inch barrel—will be raffled off to
benefit agriculture/outdoor group Protect the Harvest. This revolver was
engraved by Outlaw Ordnance and valued at nearly $5,000. A 7.5-inch
ornately engraved .44 Magnum valued at more than $6,000 goes to the
winner of the competition.

CONTACT US
We posted a shot of these three .44 Magnums
(Ruger Super Blackhawk, S&W Model 629 and
Desert Eagle) and asked our Facebookers to
weigh in. Great comments! Of those who had a
specific favorite, the Smith came out ahead of
the other two—which basically tied for fans.
6 HANDGUNS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020
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| HANDGUNS TV | Thursdays @ 10:30 p.m. on Sportsman Channel
AUGUST

20th
2020

SEPTEMBER

10th
2020

SEPTEMBER

17th
2020

<<< Rich, Jim and Scott work together to
figure out how to get better at the shots
that give them them most trouble. Rich
goes over the ins and outs of carrying
behind the hip, and in “Skills Drills”
Scott runs a shooting/moving exercise.
<<< Rich, Jim and Scott illustrate how
different sizes of guns work for various jobs and how people can use size
to choose the best gun for them. Jim
runs the fun and useful New Bill drill,
and Rich discusses the importance of
handgun grip.

<<< Scott, Jim and Rich have a blast
with an assortment of revolvers—from
concealable snubbies to big boomers.
Jim runs the famous El Presidente drill
the way it was originally designed, and
Rich covers essential reloading techniques.
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Same gun, different configuration. The Q5 Match Upper
Conversion Kit converts Walther’s standard PPQ carry/
defense gun into a weekend warrior ready for competition.

SWITCHER00

TURN YOUR PPQ INTO A MATCH-READY Q5 WITH A SIMPLE PARTS SWAP.

By J. Scott Rupp

FULL DISCLOSURE: I’M A WALTHER FANboy. It wasn’t James Bond’s PPK but
rather the P99 that made me fall in
love with the firm’s pistols. It was
the first semiauto that really felt
right in my hands. The P99 gave way
to the PPQ, and when the M2 version
(American-style mag release) came
out, we shot one extensively on the
set of “Handguns & Defensive Weap10 HANDGUNS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020

ons.” I liked it so much I bought it.
Next came a Walther Q5 Match Steel
Frame. I was in attendance at the
pistol’s launch event a couple years
ago, shot it well, and today it is my
Steel Challenge competition gun
with a Trijicon SRO red dot on top.
Why am I boring you with all this?
To introduce the Q5 Match Upper
Conversion Kit. If you’re the owner

of a standard PPQ or one is in your
plans, for an additional $490 you can
create a double-duty gun suitable
for both daily carry and actionshooting competition.
The kit couldn’t be simpler. You
get a Q5 Match slide, barrel and
spring/guide rod assembly. Pop the
top off your PPQ and install the Q5
kit, and you now have a Q5 Match.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

The Q5 five-inch slide and barrel, along with the recoil spring unit, replace
the stock parts on any PPQ model. The slide is ported and features a red
fiber-optic LPA front sight. The LPA rear sight is on a removable plate, and
you can order a free red-dot plate from Walther.

<

The kit fits on any PPQ in 9mm
except the subcompact.
The Q5 Match slide offers a number of benefits for action shooting.
It’s a five-incher, so it’s got a longer
sighting radius, and it’s ported to
reduce slide weight and thereby diminish muzzle jump. The front sight
is an LPA red fiber optic, and at
the rear there’s a removable plate
featuring a fully adjustable LPA
rear sight. This gives you the option
of competing with open sights or
adding a red dot.
The kit doesn’t come with any
red-dot mounting plates, so in
order to install a red dot you’ll have
to order a plate. Walther has set
up a link to order the plate of your
choice—for free. Go to http://Walther a rms.com /optic -plate
request/. Your footprint choices are:
Docter/Vortex/Burris; Trijicon/Holosun; and Leupold/RMS.
So what’s the advantage here? An
obvious one is price. If you already
own a PPQ you don’t have to buy a
new, dedicated competition gun.
If you don’t have a PPQ, the pistol
plus the Q5 kit would run you about
$1,200 at suggested retail. That’s
less expensive than the $1,500
Q5 Steel Match, which is a great
competition gun due to the weight
added by the steel frame but hardly
a CCW pistol.
Yes, the PPQ/kit combo is more
expensive than the $849 polymerframe Q5 Match pistol, but with the
PPQ and the kit you get two guns
in one—a carry/competition combo
with the identical trigger and grip.
Familiarity with your trigger pull
is critical in defense and competition. Walther’s trigger is one of the
best, and by competing with the
same trigger that’s on your selfdefense gun, you’re logging so many
more quality reps—building muscle
memory on the break and the reset.

Grip familiarity counts, too. It
matters on the draw, and it matters
during firing. In competition, you’ll
be performing numerous draws
and shooting hundreds of rounds,
and you’ll be doing it with the exact
same grip you would be using in a
life-and-death situation.
I grabbed my PPQ, the conversion
kit and my Q5 Match Steel Frame
and headed for the range with
Remington 124-grain full metal
jackets and Federal 150-grain
Syntech Action Pistol. I started out
on the 10-yard line with a Revolution six-inch plate rack. I always
thought I shot my PPQ well, and my
times with it were decent, but I was
blown away when I swapped the top
end to the Q5 Match slide.
Times dropped significantly, and
so did misses. The modified gun
came back on target with lightning
quickness, and the LPA sight made
sight acquisition a breeze for an old
codger like me. The combination of
the bright red fiber optic and the

plain black face was really easy to
pick up and align. In fact, it shot to
a dead heat against my steel-frame
gun, which has a red dot aboard. I
attribute this largely to the fact that
the PPQ grip fits me a little better.
The same was true during multiple runs on a two-target “swing”
drill—USPSA cardboard at 10 yards
and a small, single CTS steel target
18 yards away at a 30-degree angle.
Again, I shot much better with
the kit installed, and here it actually edged out the steel-frame
gun. Judging by the split times, it
seemed I was picking up the targets
more quickly with the iron sights.
I’m a firm believer that competition is the best—and most fun—way
to build basic shooting skills. Sure,
you can easily compete with a daily
carry gun like the PPQ. But if the
competition bug really bites, you’re
going to want a more capable rig,
and with the PPQ coupled with the
Q5 Match Upper Conversion Kit,
you get the best of both worlds.
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TROPHY EAR FLEXX PRO
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The Flexx Pros are custom-fit electronic plugs with independent volume
controls that are indexed so you can tell when they’re off. A pushbutton control
offers different sound qualities. The plugs ship with a DIY impression kit.

<

AS SOMEONE WITH A DEGREE OF HEARING
loss, I long ago adopted electronic
hearing protection because I want
to hear what’s going on around me
when I’m on the range. Primarily,
I’ve worn muffs because I’d never
found electronic plugs that suited
me. Then I had the chance to try
Flexx Pros from Trophy Ear (Tro phyE ar.com).
The company sent its DIY molding kit with everything you need
to make your own impressions. I
screwed up my first attempt, despite
the detailed instructions that tell
you to hurry once you’ve mixed the
molding material or it will harden
to the point it won’t flow through
the syringe. A company rep told me
where I’d gone wrong: I’d spent too
much time mixing the material. Ten
seconds will do it.
My second attempt was a success.
Here’s some other advice based on
my experience: Have everything
staged in front of your bathroom
mirror; use the stopwatch on your
phone or wristwatch second hand to
keep track of time; and do your right
ear first (if you’re right-handed) to
get a feel for the process. When I did
the left side, I ended up using my
right to aid in positioning and pushing the syringe.
If you don’t feel comfortable doing
this, visit your friendly local audiologist and have them do it for you.
Once the impressions are done,
ship them back to Trophy Ear, and
in two weeks or so you’ll get your
Flexx Pros back—in a case, complete with batteries and cleaning
accessories.
You have your choice of colors in
both the faceplate color and shell
color. I went with a bright multicolor
shell—you can choose up to three
colors—and beige faceplate. Why?
I wanted them highly visible so if I

drop them in my black shooting bag
I can find them easily.
The plugs are powered by 1.45volt hearing aid batteries with a
96-hour runtime. The independent
volume controls have handy marks
you align so you can be sure they’re
powered off.
The Flexx Pros feature four
sound-quality settings you select
via pushbutton based on how much
high frequency hearing loss you
have: normal; less bass/more treble;
increased treble; and max treble. I
haven’t experimented with this feature extensively, but I did find that
one setting above normal seemed to
provide the clearest hearing for me.
The custom fit is enhanced by
the soft shell material. I’ve had a

few non-electronic custom-fit plugs
that would unseal through normal
activity like talking or yawning.
That wasn’t a problem here, and
the density of the material provides
extra passive sound protection.
The Flexx Pros were fantastic at
the range. At the 85 db dangeroussound level, the electronics compress the noise rather than turn
off—producing a smooth, even
sound instead of the cut in/cut out
you get with some electronics. My
range is very windy, and I thought
the plugs handled wind noise well.
At $1,199 the Flexx Pros aren’t
cheap. But you’re not going to find
more comfortable, more effective,
more high-tech hearing protection
for shooting.—J. Scott Rupp
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

9mm

LUGER

12 + 1
10 + 1
an EDC-friendly compact frame. The all-new Taurus® G3c delivers the
ultimate balance of power and performance for any self defense situation.

3.2”

BARREL

22

OUNCES
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XS SIGHTS RAM

<

The RAMs are made of steel, with the front incorporating a tritium dot
surrounded by a bright orange or green circle.

XS SIGHTS BECAME WELL-KNOWN FOR
its Big Dot pistol sights, which pair
a relatively huge round front sight,
with a bright ring around a tritium
insert, with a shallow V of a rear
sight. This combination is as fast
or faster than any other handgun
sighting system at the extreme close
ranges typical in defensive shooting.
However, the main complaints
about these sights is that they
require two different sight pictures
depending on the distance you’re
shooting, and they’re harder to
shoot accurately at distance due
to the near-notchless design of the
rear sight.
XS Sights recently began making its RAM—RadioActive Material—night sights. While they’re
departure from the original Big Dot
concept, these day/night tritium
powered sights are perfectly designed and address all the complaints about the original Big Dot
design while still providing almost
all of the same advantages.
First, the steel front sight has a

tritium insert that is surrounded by
either a bright green or an orange
circle. Their front sight blades are
a healthy 0.145-inch wide, and the
circle is as wide as the blade.
The rear sight is steel and plain
black, with the corners cut off to
reduce snagging. There are tritium
inserts to either side of the notch.
The notch is square-bottomed and
is 0.170-inch wide and deep enough
you can see the entire orange or
green circle on the front sight with
a proper sight picture. This combination of widths provides a good
amount of daylight around the front
sight post when aiming.
These blade and notch widths are
consistent no matter which firearm
the sights are made for. Only the
height of the sight differs between
various handgun models.
Currently, XS makes its RAM
sights for just about every polymerframe striker-fired pistol, both full
and compact sizes, on the market.
No matter which pistol sight you’re
interested in, whether you want a
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

<

The rear sight is serrated and
sports two small tritium vials on
either side of the notch.

green or an orange circle on your
front sight, suggested retail is $110,
which is less expensive than just
about every other competing brand.
XS Sights have been producing
sights with tritium inserts for quite
some time, but it was only recently
that it received a license to begin
manufacturing its own tritium
inserts. This results in lower costs
and allows more flexibility in the
manufacturing process.
The RAM sights are a perfect
result of this. While technically
three-dot night sights, they address
the one big problem with this type of
sight: The setup can make it difficult
to zero in on the front sight because
the rear dots are fighting for your
visual attention.
With the RAM sights, the big
orange (or green) circle around
the tritium insert in the front sight
creates a much larger and brighter
focal point than the small tritium
inserts on either side of the rearsight notch. This means the front
sight and the dot on/in it will be both
bigger and brighter no matter the
lighting conditions. These are built
to be day/night sights, functional
and useful at all times.
All XS Sights are offered with a
30-day satisfaction guarantee and a
“no questions asked” warranty. The
tritium inserts are guaranteed to
glow for 10 years, which is the industry standard.—James Tarr
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

TFX™ PRO

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE TRITIUM + FIBER-OPTIC
XTREME DAY/NIGHT SIGHTS

TRITIUM PRO

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE HANDGUN
NIGHT SIGHTS

TFX™

TRITIUM + FIBER-OPTIC
XTREME DAY/NIGHT SIGHTS

TRITIUM

HANDGUN NIGHT SIGHTS

WWW.TRUGLO.COM
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KIMBER MICRO 9 TRIARI

The Micro line has been a success for Kimber as a concealed-carry single-stack
1911-style semiauto. The name Triari refers to an element of Roman infantry, an experienced and wealthy cadre who could afford the best equipment. The pistol sports
a series of stacked-cube cocking serrations front and rear on the slide, as well as
the grip panels, and the frontstrap features the company’s Stiplex pattern. Sights are
a U-notch green fiber-optic rear and red fiber-optic front atop a KimPro II aluminum
frame. Trigger, chamber and 3.15-inch barrel are all match-grade. Overall length is
6.1 inches, and weight is 15.6 ounces.
{$788, Kimberamerica.com}

HORNADAY RAPID NIGHT GUARD

<

The Night Guard looks like a typical bedside alarm clock, complete with tempered-glass front panel
and clock display. But by employing one of three entry methods, the unit’s drawer quietly opens
via spring assist to allow access to your home-defense handgun. The drawer accommodates most
full-size handguns, and the Night Guard also incorporates USB-A and USB-C charging ports. It’s
tamper-proof construction features a heavy-duty exterior housing and hardened interior locking
lugs. Entry is via an RFID reader (four options supplied), access code or standard key.
{$239, hornady.com}

<

DESANTIS WILD HOG

What a sharp-looking holster! The Wild Hog is a field and range rig that’s ambidextrous and able to be worn
cross-draw or with a forward cant. Made from top-grain steer hide and center-cut steer hide, it features an
adjustable tension strap that also boasts a hammer-spur cutout. Fits do (or will) include most Single Action
Army-type revolvers, large-frame double-action revolvers and even Government-size 1911s.
{$40, deSantiSholSter.com}

<

XS SIGHTS DTS BIG DOT

These night sights are now available for the Smith & Wesson M&P Shield
EZ and the HK P7. Available in Optic Yellow and Optic Orange, the setup employs a large front dot and a V-notch rear sight with a vertical white stripe to
help draw the eye to the front sight. The large front uses an Ember dot that
absorbs light and glows. It also stores energy, so the glow lasts for many
hours. In the center is a tritium vial for use in
dark conditions. {$132, XSSightS.com}

<

MTM CASE-GARD MAGAZINE CASE

Tired of digging through your range bag for your magazines? Looking for a sensible addition to a bug-out
bag? MTM Case-Gard has your answer with a plastic magazine case that holds up to five standard doublestack magazines up to 5.375 inches long. The lid is smoke-colored so you can see what’s inside.
{$6, MTMcaSe-gard.com}
16 HANDGUNS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020

COURAGE COMES IN ALL
SHAPES, SIZES AND CALIBERS.

FN 503

tm

9MM | STRIK ER | 6/8 RD | 21 OZ | 3.1 INC H BA RREL

When you carry the FN 503 — a slim-line 9mm designed exlusively with the concealed carrier in mind,
you’ll find the freedom to go where you want, not where you’re told. Lightweight and high-powered,
it’s fully loaded with features like an optimized slide and barrel, crisp metal trigger,
lighter recoil, and more. Carry the only thing you need to stay safe in today’s world. The FN 503.
From the innovators behind the world’s most battle-proven firearms.® | Visit fnamerica.com

CARRY THE FUTURE

TM

| ESSENTIALS | By JAMES TARR

NOT JUST A PUNCH LINE

FEDERAL’S NEW PUNCH AMMO IS DESIGNED FOR THE CCW MARKET.
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Punch was developed for the commercial market, with carry guns in mind.
It features nickel-plated cases, sealed primers and newly designed hollowpoint bullets.

<

FEDERAL RECENTLY ANNOUNCED A
completely new line of defensive
handgun ammo: Punch. It currently
includes one load for each of the
five most common calibers used for
self-defense in America: .380 ACP
(85-grain, 1,000 fps); .38 Special +P
(120, 1,070); 9mm (124, 1,150); .40
S&W (165, 1,130); and .45 ACP (230,
890). The line features nickel-plated
cases, sealed primers, and newly
designed hollowpoint bullets.
The Punch line is interesting because prior to it, every type of defensive handgun ammunition made by
Federal was developed with law enforcement in mind. Instead, Punch
was developed for the commercial
market, with carry guns in mind.
Most police agencies these days
won’t even look at duty ammo unless
it’s guaranteed to pass the rigorous
FBI ammunition testing protocol—
bullets that penetrate gel blocks 12
to 18 inches no matter the barrier
(heavy clothing, drywall, sheet steel
and auto glass). However, that performance also comes with a cost.
Federal realized the average CCW
holder doesn’t necessarily need
ammo built to shoot bad guys inside
cars and through walls. Punch
features bullets designed to perform
well in the FBI protocol tests most
likely to be encountered by private
citizens in a defensive scenario:
bare gel blocks and blocks covered
by the FBI-spec heavy clothing.
Since the bullets weren’t specifically
intended to defeat complicated barriers, Federal could make the core
out of softer lead.
This is not downloaded or tailored
to provide less recoil in smaller
guns. It is full-power ammo. Since
it isn’t specifically built to pass the

FBI test, the ammo is more affordable than Federal’s other premium
defensive product lines.
I was able to get samples of all
but the .380 to test, and I evaluated
them in both bare gel and with the
FBI’s heavy-clothing covering. This
includes denim over a layer of cotton/poly sweatshirt material over
two layers of cotton shirt material
(dress shirt over T-shirt).
Instead of ballistic gelatin I was
using Clear Ballistics’ polymer
gel blocks, which are designed to
provide similar performance to
ballistic gel blocks calibrated to FBI
specs. It’s similar but not identical.
The Federal folks told me that after
a lot of testing they’d determined
penetration in the Clear Ballistics
polymer blocks is up to 10 percent
deeper than what you’ll see in calibrated FBI gel blocks. Keep that in
mind when you look at my results.
When testing the 9mm, I used a
Mossberg MC2c. This concealed-car-

ry pistol has a four-inch barrel and
provided a velocity of 1,125 fps with
the 124-grain jacketed hollowpoint.
Bullet penetration in the bare block
was 19 inches. The bullet expanded
to 0.53 inch and had 100 percent
weight retention—as was the case
with everything I tested. They didn’t
shed any petals or jackets.
When fired through heavy clothing, the 9mm bullet penetrated 20.5
inches and expanded to 0.60 inch.
This is excellent performance.
For the .38 Special +P load, I used
the most common type of .38 Special
revolver people carry: a snubnose—
in this case my S&W J-frame Model
638, which has a 17/8 -inch barrel. I
got a velocity of 959 fps out of it.
In bare gel the .38 Special +P load
penetrated 14.5 inches and expanded nicely to a diameter of 0.50 inch.
When shot through heavy clothing,
however, the bullet did not expand—
and I repeated the test three times.
It appears that out of a short
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From left: .45 ACP, .40 S&W, 9mm, .38 Special +P. The top row was fired
through bare ballistic blocks, the bottom through heavy clothing. Expansion
through heavy clothing proved a bit inconsistent in some calibers.

snubby barrel this load doesn’t
generate enough velocity to expand
when shot through heavy clothing.
However, the bullets fired through
heavy clothing had an average penetration of 21 inches, which is deep
enough to reach vital organs.
I tested the .45 and .40 out of fiveinch 1911s, a Springfield Armory and
a Remington Tomasie Custom respectively. Generally, the longer the
barrel the faster the bullet, which
should provide more expansion,
usually with less penetration.
The .45 ACP bullet, traveling 859
fps, penetrated the bare block 18.25
inches and expanded perfectly to
0.75 inch, with 100 percent weight
retention. It didn’t perform as well
through heavy clothing, though. I
fired three rounds, and penetration
was inconsistent, ranging from 15.25
inches to 24.25 inches. That 20-inch
average works out to a perfect 18
inches when reduced by the 10 percent I mentioned. Weight retention
was 100 percent.
The bullet that penetrated 15.25
inches was the only one of the three
showing any expansion, with two of
its petals opening up for an expanded diameter of 0.55 inch. Of the other
two, one looked ready to reload,
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and the other showed just a small
enlargement of its hollowpoint.
This is not so unusual for standard-weight .45 ACP hollowpoints.
They just don’t have the velocity to
expand reliably, even out of five-inch
barrels. If you’re of the philosophy
that .45 ACP bullets don’t necessarily need to expand because they start
out at .45, then you won’t care.
The 165-grain .40 S&W bullet had
a muzzle velocity of 1,109 fps. In
bare block it penetrated 15.75 inches
and expanded to 0.63 inch. Through
heavy clothing the bullet penetrated
24.5 inches and expanded to 0.62.
While the expanded diameters were
nearly identical, the bullets did not
look alike. The bullet fired into bare
gel expanded more, but the petals were bent farther back. Again,
weight retention was 100 percent.
All in all, my testing showed that
the Federal Punch ammo in every
caliber retained 100 percent of its
weight and penetrated more than
deeply enough to meet the FBI
12-inch minimum. However, in the
slower calibers, expansion through
heavy clothing was often wanting—
although, again, the Clear Ballistics
polymer blocks aren’t the same as
regulation FBI gelatin blocks.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

IT’S TIME FOR AN UPGRADE
The best-selling HK pistol just got even better. HK VP9

VP pistols have easy to change backstraps an
side panels for a personalized ﬁt. 27 custom-ﬁted
grip combinations are possible.

2020 pistols now include the following upgrades.
• 17-round magazines replace previous 15-round versions
• Improved iron sights, with high-visibility front sight
and clean black rear
• Optional optics-ready mounting system

If you’ve been thinking about upgrading to an HK,
now is the time.
www.hk-usa.com • 706-568-1906

| EN GARDE | By RICHARD NANCE

REAL-WORLD SKILLS
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Training in tactical gear may be fun, but is it helping to develop your
concealed-carry skills? What good does it do you to work with a full-size
semiauto when what you really carry is a snubby?

<

IT BAFFLES ME TO SEE SOMEONE TRAINing with a full-size pistol worn in a
thigh rig slung from a tactical belt
supporting a slew of magazines—
only to stow said gear and strap on
a subcompact pistol or subnose revolver. Then, of course, they put on
a cover garment, which they haven’t
practiced a single draw from all day,
to head out into their real world.
Even worse is the moderately
trained but highly equipped “operator” who shows up for a pistol course
wearing a plate carrier. Why? If
your goal is to live out some fantasy of being a member of an elite
military or police unit, maybe you
should join a tactical airsoft squad.
At a pistol course, why not use gear
that replicates what you’re likely to
have in a fight for your life?
Sure, if you are a police officer,
contractor, security professional or
member of the armed forces, training in tactical gear as described
above makes sense. Training in
tactical gear is your real world. But,
if not, you are doing yourself a great
disservice by training with a gun
and gear you certainly won’t be using in your time of need and by robbing yourself of valuable repetitions
using the gun and gear that make up
your real world.
First, let’s consider the gun. A
full-size pistol provides a full firing
grip. This, combined with its heft,
makes a full-size pistol significantly
easier to control in recoil than a
smaller, lighter pistol designed for
concealed carry.
The larger pistol typically holds
more rounds, which is a good thing
to have going for you in a gunfight.
A longer-barreled pistol will have a
longer sight radius and more promi-

Alfredo Rico

TRAIN FOR HOW YOU CONDUCT YOUR DAILY LIFE WITH YOUR CCW GUN.

nent sights, both of which contribute
to increased accuracy.
What it boils down to is that fullsize pistols are easier to shoot, but
they can be difficult to conceal. A
subcompact pistol or a snubnosed
revolver is just the opposite, easier
to conceal and more difficult to
shoot. This is why it’s even more
important to train with the smaller
handguns you will likely depend on
should you have to defend yourself
or someone else with a firearm.
Let’s talk holsters. A holster worn
outside-the-waistband (OWB) is not
only comfortable, it lends itself to
a smooth draw because the grip of
your pistol is farther from your body,
making it easily accessible.
Of course, you don’t get something
for nothing. As easy as the OWB
holster is to use, so too is it hard
to conceal. It makes little sense to
train predominantly with an OWB
holster when that’s not holster type

you carry your defensive pistol in.
Speaking of concealment, why is
it that many people who carry their
guns concealed daily, rarely train at
the range with a concealing garment? Because it’s more difficult,
that’s why. And nobody wants to
look bad or feel bad after a range
session. Concealing garments slow
us down. The shot timer won’t be
impressed.
It’s more enjoyable and satisfying
to focus on how fast we can draw
and how much time we can shave off
our shot-to-shot splits. Sure, these
are important skills, but if they are
practiced with a gun and gear designed to artificially inflate our ego,
what are we really accomplishing?
If you wear a subcompact pistol in
the appendix position covered with
a T-shirt, why train with your gun
worn on the hip using a split-front
garment, such as an unzipped vest?
Sure, the hip-worn gun covered
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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by a split-front garment is faster
and easier to draw, but if you appendix carry, why would you not train
for that reality? Is your training goal
to feel good or to get better?
Use your time at the range to improve and honestly assess your skill
level with gear that you actually use.
If you carry a snubbie, why aren’t
you practicing your revolver reloads? If you’re not as good as you’d
like to be, either practice more or alter the gear you carry on the street.
Maybe range time will convince you
to opt for a semiautomatic, which for
most of us is much easier to shoot
than a snubnose revolver with its
trademark long, heavy trigger pull.
Spare magazines are another
point of contention between the real
world and the fantasy range world.
As a police officer, I carry a full-size
pistol with a 17-round magazine and
three spares. Off duty, I carry one
spare magazine at most. If I’m carrying a pistol like a SIG Sauer P365,
loaded with 13 rounds, I won’t often
carry a spare mag.
So how much training time should
I devote to reloading my P365? I
would probably be better served
spending the time on drawing from
concealment, shooting accurately,
controlling recoil and shooting on
the move. One thing is for sure,
drills that call for me accessing a
third P365 mag are pure fantasy.
I like shooting dynamic drills as
much as the next guy, but a drill’s
value probably shouldn’t be based
solely on how much fun it is to shoot.
The value comes in what it teaches
you in a real-world sense, what
hones the skills you would need
should the time come when you
have to draw and fire your handgun
in a self-defense situation. And if
your own practice doesn’t seem to
be improving your skills, consider
enrolling in a course focused on
concealed carry or handgun shooting fundamentals.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

AMERICAN COMBAT PISTOL

PR ACTICAL FE ATURE S AT A PR ACTICAL PRICE

GO TO WILSONCOMBAT.COM
FOR MORE ON THE E NTIRE ACP COLLECTION

GOIN’
RONIN
BY J. SCOTT RUPP

SPRINGFIELD’S NEW RONIN OPERATOR
IS AN ATTRACTIVE, RELIABLE 1911 THAT’S
AVAILABLE AT A GREAT PRICE.

R

onin were Samurai
warriors who had lost
or left their masters,
and depending on
what period of feudal
Japan you’re talking about,
they could’ve been anything
from shame-filled wanderers
to criminals to mercenaries.
They were certainly not highly
regarded citizens in their day,
but the Western perception of
them is quite different—thanks
to the Akira Kurosawa classic film “Seven Samurai” and,
more popularly, the Hollywood
remake of it, “The Magnificent
Seven.”
In these films, the Ronin
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(gunfighters in the “Magnificent
Seven,” of course) were hired
by poor villagers to save their
towns from marauding bandits,
thereby becoming heroes. It
is this perception that gives
the new Ronin Operator from
Springfield the cachet it deserves.
For starters, it is an exceptionally eye-catching pistol. Both
slide and frame are forged, with
the slide a good-looking blued
carbon steel contrasting handsomely with the stainless steel
frame. The two-tone look is
enhanced by a pair of attractive
laminated stocks.
The thumb safety is pol-
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GOIN’ RONIN

comfort

ished stainless, while the slidelock lever, grip safety and deltastyle hammer are bead blasted.
A black, four-hole Generation 2
trigger completes the package.
The Ronin is available in .45 and
9mm, in both Government and Commander sizes, and I chose a full-size
9mm as a test sample. While I’m
somewhat of a traditionalist when
it comes to 1911s, more and more
I’m gravitating toward the 9mm because I like shooting it better than
the .45. Sacrilege, I know.
Slide-to-frame fit was well done,
with only the slightest wiggle when
I grabbed the top of the slide and
rocked it as hard as I could. As
mentioned, the slide and frame are
from forgings, a hallmark of Springfield 1911s. The company uses forg-

ings instead of castings because of
the additional strength forged steel
provides, as well as the machining
benefits it offers.
I grew up in an area of the
country where historic forges were
prevalent, and as kids we were constantly being dragged to these sites
on school field trips. Had I paid
more attention then, I wouldn’t
have to do so much research now.
Forged steel, formed by heating
and applying force (a hammer and
anvil in the old days), is stronger
than cast steel—its grain structure
better aligned to handle impact
forces. In the case of a 1911 slide
and, especially, the frame, this
means a longer service life in terms
of round count.
The Ronin Operator’s slide is

flex deluxe
Ultra plush

Padding

Polymer embedded

Leather

Proudly made in

only $44.99

While a traditionally styled 1911, the Ronin Operator has popular modern
features like a memory bump on the grip safety and an extended thumb
safety, as well as Springfield’s new Gen 2 trigger.
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America

ACCURACY RESULTS | SPRINGFIELD RONIN OPERATOR
9mm Luger

Order online at:
www.versacarry.com/comfort-deluxe-handguns
or call 979-778-2000

Hornady Critical Defense
Remington UMC FMJ
Federal Syntech Range
Federal Hydra-Shok Deep

Bullet
Weight (gr.)

Muzzle
Velocity (fps)

Std.
Dev. (fps)

Avg.
Group (in.)

115
115
115
135

1,150
1,183
1,185
1,038

21
21
15
14

2.3
2.7
2.9
2.7

Notes: Accuracy results are averages of four five-shot groups fired at 25 yards from an MTM Case-Gard pistol rest.
Velocities are averages of 15 rounds measured with a Pro Chrono chronograph placed 10 feet from the muzzle. Abbreviation: FMJ, full metal jacket
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hot-salt-blued, the only gun in
Springfield’s stable to be given this
treatment. This traditional finish is
a great choice because it’s just the
right color to go with the stainless
frame.
The rounded slide top is bead
blasted—as is the dust cover—
while the flats are polished. Sharp,
flat-bottomed cocking serrations
are located on the front and rear,
and the presence of the front serrations on the forged steel slide is one
of Springfield’s big selling points
for this pistol.
The right side of the slide features “Springfield Armory” and the
company’s cross-cannon logo, while
the left features a simple “Ronin
Operator.”
Now, about that Operator part
of the name. When we posted an
image of this gun on Facebook, an
alert visitor asked why it was called
an Operator when it didn’t have
a rail on the frame. All of Springfield’s Operators had been railed up
until now.
“The new Ronin Operator represents a new role for the Operator
name,” said Mike Humphries, media relations-meister at Springfield.
“With Operator being synonymous
with high quality and performance,
Springfield Armory chose to expand its usage beyond simply railed
1911 pistol models.”
The front sight is a red fiber optic
set in a dovetail, which is nicely
machined into the slide. The rear
sight is a ledge type and called the
Tactical Rack. It’s the same sight
you’ll find on the company’s excellent Range Officer Elite 1911. This
rear-sight design allows you to rack
the slide against your belt or on a
surface like a table edge should
your non-firing hand be put out of
commission.
The rear face of the trigger is serrated for a non-glare sight picture,
and two white dots flank a square
notch. The sight is set in a dovetail,
and a small setscrew allows it to be
easily drifted for windage.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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GOIN’ RONIN
The ramped five-inch stainless steel barrel is hammer forged
and mated to a stainless steel bushing. The bushing is notable because
today we’re seeing more 1911s,
particularly those in 9mm, being

<

The pistol’s laminated grips
complement the two-tone metal
nicely. The mainspring housing is
checkered 20 lpi while the frontstrap
is bead blasted and smooth.

built with fat or bull barrels instead
of employing a bushing.
Humphries said Springfield opted
for a bushing because it wanted to
keep the core design of the Ronin
as traditional as possible, while
still offering modern touches like
the forward cocking serrations
and other upgrades. And in keeping with that traditional motif, the
recoil spring guide is the short style
originally designed by John Browning, which is certainly fine by me
because I much prefer that over a
full-length rod.
The forged stainless steel frame
has polished flats and is bead
blasted otherwise. The flat mainspring housing is checkered 20 lpi
while the bead-blasted frontstrap is
left smooth—a move that maintains
the gun’s clean lines and also allows Springfield to offer it at a good
price. Checkering costs money, you
know.
The grip safety has a memory
bump, and the extended thumb safety is, to me, the perfect shape and
size: easy to operate and great for
riding your thumb on while shooting. The magazine release is your
basic serrated button, non-extended
and of standard size. It drops the
supplied nine-round magazine eas-
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Both the slide and frame are of forged steel, and Springfield has added
forward cocking serrations to the Ronin, as well as a fiber-optic front sight.
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ily. The magazine well is beveled for
faster, surer reloads.
The grips are a blonde/dark wood
laminate and feature the crosscannon logo on both stocks. They’re
checkered on a diagonal, narrow at
the top and all the way across on the
bottom, the crucial part of the grip.
They’re nicely set off by two stainless steel Torx attachment screws.
The Ronin Operator has a terrific
trigger. It’s Springfield’s new Generation 2 Speed trigger, although
internally it is no different than the
Generation 1. The only change is the
number of holes in the trigger shoe:
five for the Generation 1, four for
the Generation 2.
The pull is excellent, breaking at
four pounds, one ounce on average
with no creep and no overtravel.
The reset is short and positive.
Accuracy at 25 yards was decent,
as you can see in the accompanying
chart. I’m the first to admit I am not
a good bench pistol shooter. I did
manage to get several groups at or
under the two-inch mark—including
a 1.3-incher with Hornady Critical
Defense—but I’d always get one
poor group out of the four, which I
can blame only on the shooter.
Away from the bench the Ronin
Operator was a real peach. I said
earlier I like shooting 9mm 1911s
better than I do .45 1911s, and the
Springfield did not disappoint. I’ve
gotten accustomed to checkered
frontstraps, and I was suspicious of
the smooth frontstrap on this gun,
but in practice it was fine. The pistol never felt like it was squirming
around, and certainly the checkered mainspring housing and to a
lesser extent the checkering on the
laminated grips contributed to solid
control.
The excellent trigger break and
great reset put first-shot hits out of
the holster and follow-up shots right
on the money. The thumb safety was
easy to deactivate, and the width
made riding it with my firing hand
thumb a breeze. I did muff the grip
safety a couple of times over
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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GOIN’ RONIN
200 or so draws, but those were
due to overly sloppy technique. The
memory bump does exactly what it’s
supposed to when you get your firing grip reasonably correct.
You’re presented with quite a
sight picture, especially on a sunny

SPRINGFIELD

RONIN OPERATOR

TYPE: Government (tested), Commander

size 1911
CALIBER: 9mm (tested), .45 ACP
CAPACITY: 9+1
BARREL: 5 in. stainless hammer-forged
OAL/HEIGHT: 8.6/5.5 in.
WEIGHT: 41 oz.
CONSTRUCTION: hot-salt-blue forged car-

bon steel slide; forged stainless steel frame
SIGHTS: Tactical Rack two-dot rear; red
fiber-optic front
GRIPS: checkered laminate
SAFETY: grip w/memory bump, extended
thumb
PRICE: $849
MANUFACTURER: Springfield Armory,
springfield-armory.com

day. The white dots really stand out
against the serrated face, and the
fiber optic glows like the sun itself.
Frankly, if I were going to use this
as a “let’s go have some fun” gun or
a competition gun—which it would
excel at, I think—I’d be tempted to
black out those white dots. However,
if I had an idea of using it as a defensive tool where low-light environments were a given, I’d leave the
rear sight just the way it is.
The Ronin Operator was 100 percent reliable right out of the gate,
even from the bench. If you’re going
to get failures to feed, it’s been my
experience that’s where you’re going to see them most often, especially early on.
Magazines dropped free just fine,
although I wasn’t able to do any
reload drills because the gun comes
with just a single nine-round magazine. It features a bumper pad and
eight unnumbered witness holes.
As much as I hate to agree with Jim
Tarr on anything, I too gripe about

semiautos that come with only one
magazine. So it was only fair to give
Humphries a chance to defend the
company’s decision.
“We decided to go with one
magazine to allow more expense
and effort to be put into the core
gun,” he said. “For example, getting
cut forward cocking serrations in a
forged steel slide.”
I knew he’d say something like
that, because of course he’s right
from a sales perspective. Suggested
retail is only $849, which puts it
close to “budget” 1911 territory,
which is incredible for everything
you get. For that kind of money, I’d
just pony up and buy the aftermarket mags of my choice.
While I couldn’t do reload drills,
I did practice racking the slide
through use of the Tactical Rack
rear sight—with the gun completely
empty, of course. It worked great
when racked against a gun belt
and a table edge, and while I hope
I never have to execute that skill

For nearly 150 years, the six-shot revolver has stood as America’s iconic firearm.
Heritage™ upholds this legacy with the Rough Rider® revolver, built in a variety of classic configurations
to fit your shooting style. The Rancher™ carbine is also available, bridging the gap between
rifle and revolver for an entirely different shooting experience.
Rough Rider ®
Rimfire
Rough Rider ®
Rancher™

Rough Rider ®
Big-Bore

/HeritageMfg

@HeritageMfg

@HeritageMfgInc

Check with your local dealer or visit HERITAGEMFG.COM

due to my hand being injured in a
gunfight, it’s good to know I can do
it with this sight.
So where does the Ronin Operator fit in the pantheon of today’s
1911s? “The pistol was designed to
combine unyielding strength with
reliability and old-school quality,”
Humphries said. “It combines a
legacy of service with the features
modern shooters demand.”
Nothing in my experience with
the pistol would refute any of what
he said. Certainly the gun has
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The Tactical Rack rear sight is
serrated and sports two white dots.
Its design allows it to be used to rack
the pistol in an emergency.

strength going for it, thanks to the
forgings it uses for the slide and
frame. And certainly if any company can, Springfield has earned the
right to claim a legacy of service for
its 1911 pistols.
There’s also no denying the Ronin
Operator provides features today’s
shooters expect: forward cocking
serrations, fiber-optic front sight,
good trigger and a memory bump on
the grip safety. And it delivers all
this at a great price.
In fact, the Ronin Operator is
almost in a class by itself in that
regard. There aren’t a lot of full-size
1911s on the market today with a suggested retail under $900, and many if
not most of these are basic or classic
versions of John Browning’s design.
I can think of only three that offer
a few bells and whistles and might
be considered direct competition
for the Ronin Operator: Kimber’s
Two-Tone Custom II at $857; and
Rock Island Armory’s Rock Ultra
FS at $722 and Tac Ultra FS (which

is not offered in 9mm) at $775.
That’s pretty much it. I’m head
over heels for the looks of the
Springfield, and you can accuse
me of being shallow, but I’d pick it
over both Rock Island pistols on
appearance alone. Like the Ronin
Operator, the Kimber also features
a blued slide over a stainless frame,
but it has three-dot sights, not fiber
optic, no memory bump on the grip
safety and has a full-length guide
rod—a feature I don’t care for. The
Springfield’s feature set wins me
over here.
All in all, the Ronin Operator has
what I want in a 1911: It’s a looker,
it shoots well, it’s reliable, and it’s
a gun that will likely still be going
strong long after I’m gone.
Buy it now. Log on to GalleryofGuns.com, select
this firearm, pay a deposit and it will be at your
local gun store in two days. When purchased from
GalleryofGuns.com, Davidson’s guarantees to repair
or replace this firearm for life.

CHARGE!
BY JAMES TARR

RUGER’S NEW PC CHARGER IS A SHORT, SWEET
9MM PISTOL.
34 HANDGUNS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020
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uger has seen huge success with its PC Carbine,
and the new PC Charger is a pistol version
of the Chassis model of
the carbine. Ruger’s PC Carbine
Chassis Model came out in 2019,
and I wrote it up for RifleShooter
magazine, our sister publication.
Instead of a traditional stock, the
Chassis model sported an AR-style
pistol grip and a Picatinny rail at
the rear of the gun to which the
AR-style stock was clamped.
After studying the takedown
barrel and how the stock was
attached, it seemed clear that
making a pistol version of the
Chassis model would be a quick
and easy proposition. Just shorten
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

the barrel and swap the stock for
a brace or just leave the rail bare.
I emailed my contact at Ruger and
suggested this, and I learned the
project was already in the works.
Six months later Ruger announced
the PC Charger, and just like Ruger’s new 57 pistol, it seems to be
an immediate hit with consumers.
The PC Charger sports a 6.5inch barrel, a 16.5-inch overall
length and a weight of 5.2 pounds.
Just like every other version of
the PC Carbine, the barrel and
handguard quickly detach from
the receiver via Ruger’s quick
takedown barrel. Once you lock
back the bolt, detaching the barrel
takes about a second and a half.
The barrel is situated inside an

aluminum handguard with M-Lok
attachment slots at three, six and
nine o’clock.
The pistol ships with an interchangeable internal mag well.
From the factory it is set up to
accept Ruger SR/Security-9 magazines, and one 17-round Ruger
magazine is included. Ruger also
provides an additional magazine
well that accepts double-stack
Glock 9mm magazines.
The Ruger magazines work perfectly, but you’re limited to factory
capacities, which top out at 17. On
the Glock side, magazine options
are far more extensive and range
from the short 10-round magazines
meant for the G26 to the extended
33-round magazines originally
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built for the select-fire G18—
plus the extra-capacity base pads
made by TTI, Taylor Freelance,
Springer Precision and others.
The metal receiver sits inside
the polymer chassis, and if you
want to swap out the magazine
well, you have to undo two bolts:
one at the bottom front of the receiver and one at the top rear. The
receiver then lifts out of the chassis, and it is inside the latter where
you’ll find the magazine well. The
mag wells are straight drop-in
replacements, and swapping the
Ruger for the Glock mag well or
vice-versa requires no tools.
An aluminum handstop manufactured by UTG is provided with
the pistol, and it’s mounted on the
underside of the handguard. At first
I found its appearance and positioning odd, then I discovered my support hand fit perfectly between the
handstop and the magazine well.

The muzzle is threaded 1/2x28
and comes with a thread protector. The receiver with the barrel
removed is just 10.75 inches long,
making it very compact for storage
and transport.
The PC Charger uses the same
operating system as the longer
Carbine. The receiver is exactly
the same, only the barrel length
and whether it’s a brace or stock at
the rear mark the difference.
The trigger is a curved polymer
model with a grooved face. Trigger pull on my sample was seven
pounds, which is the heaviest trigger pull I’ve ever found on a Ruger
PC Carbine/Charger. Most run
between five and seven pounds. If
you want to upgrade, Volquartsen
makes the TG9 trigger pack for
this gun, which provides a crisp
2.25-pound trigger pull.
If you’ve ever fired a Ruger
10/22, the Charger’s controls will

<

The controls will be familiar to anyone who has shot a 10/22, although here
the bolt operating handle and the magazine release can be switched from
side to side.

ACCURACY RESULTS | RUGER PC CHARGER
9mm Luger

Hornady Critical Defense
Federal HST
SIG Elite JHP
Black Hills JHP +P
Federal Syntech Training Match

Bullet
Weight (gr.)

Muzzle
Velocity (fps)

Std.
Dev. (fps)

Avg.
Group (in.)

115
124
124
124
147

1,174
1,261
1,285
1,308
1,065

9
11
20
12
5

1.8
1.2
1.5
1.8
2.3

Notes: Accuracy results are the averages of four five-shot groups at 50 yards from a sandbag rest. Velocities are averages of 10 shots measured with an Oehler Model 35P 12 feet from the muzzle. Abbreviation: JHP, jacketed hollowpoint
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be familiar to you. The safety is
a crossbolt model at the front of
the trigger guard. Push it right
to left for Fire. The safety cannot
be engaged unless the hammer
is cocked. It will push most of the
way to the right, then stop. You
might think the safety is engaged,
but it’s not.
The bolt stop is a metal tab just
forward of the trigger guard. The
bolt locks back on empty magazines, and you can lock the bolt
back by pushing up on the tab
while pulling the bolt to the rear.
As for a bolt release, there isn’t
one. You’ll have to tug on the bolt
handle to free it from the bolt stop
once you’ve replaced an empty
magazine with a loaded one.
The magazine release is a simple
push-button on the side of the
magazine well, and it is reversible.
However, unless you’re using current Glock magazines compatible
with a reversible mag release, they
won’t work if you reverse the mag
release.
Most 9mm carbines are straight
blowback-operated, and to tame
the recoil of the cartridge, weight
is added to the bolt. Unfortunately,
more reciprocating weight usually means more recoil. The Ruger
has a somewhat small bolt, and
the distance it travels is short. To
control recoil, designers used a
sliding tungsten weight inside the
bolt that works like a dead-blow
hammer, which they refer to as
their “dead-blow action.”
The receiver extension and the
additional spacer piece directly
behind the receiver—which sports
QD sling swivel sockets on both
sides—are aluminum. The spacer
has a vertical section of Picatinny
rail, which is left bare.
I would guess almost all buyers
will end up clamping an arm brace
onto that section of rail, and for
testing I attached a side-folding
FS1913 brace from SB Tactical,
the original inventors of the arm
brace. There are three slots
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

This 1911 is one-of-a-kind. It takes a .22 Magnum
14+1 magazine so you spend less on ammo and experience
less recoil. It also has a Picatinny rail, fiber optic front sight,
low profile rear sight, and extended beavertail for safety
and comfort. One more thing: it’s just plain fun to shoot.

CHARGE!
in the pistol’s rear rail, so you
can adjust the height at which you
mount whichever brace you elect
to attach. Gear Head Works has a
new side-folding brace as well that
works great with this pistol.
The bolt handle is reciprocating; it cycles with every shot fired.
As it comes from the factory, the
bolt handle is on the right side of
the gun. I quickly swapped the bolt
handle to the left side of the gun so
I could work it with my non-firing
hand.
I am awash in Glock magazines,
so I installed the Glock magazine
well, although I did test the pistol

RUGER

PC CHARGER

TYPE: “dead-blow” blowback-operated

semiauto
CALIBER: 9mm Luger
CAPACITY: 17-round Ruger magazine

included; Glock mag well supplied
BARREL: 6.5 in., 1:10 twist, threaded 1/2x28
OVERALL LENGTH: 16.5 in.
WEIGHT: 5.2 lb.
RECEIVER: anodized 7075-T6 aluminum
FURNITURE: aluminum handguard w/M-Lok
slots; Ruger pistol grip
TRIGGER: single stage, 7 lb. pull
SIGHTS: none; Picatinny rail
PRICE: $799
MANUFACTURER: Ruger, ruger.com

with both Glock magazines and
Ruger magazines.
No sights are provided with the
Charger, and to be honest, the 6.5inch sight radius is a bit short for
a set of AR-15-style flip-up sights.
For most of my shooting, I installed
a Trijicon SRO in a low Midwest
Industries QD mount. As for what
height your optic should be, the
answer to that is…it depends.
If you’re not using an arm brace
and are just shooting the pistol offhand, you can use an optic of any
height you’d like. If you do install
an arm brace and happen to shoot
this pistol off the shoulder—something the ATF has stated is legal
as long as you do not modify the
brace—an optic set up for a flattop
AR rail might be a bit high. A mini
red dot mounted directly to the
rail might be a bit low for braced
shooting.
Luckily, there are three slots on
the rail at the back of the pistol,
allowing you to adjust the height
of the arm brace slightly. I found
mounting my FS1913 brace as low
as possible, combined with the
big window of the Trijicon SRO,
worked perfectly.
A word of caution. The bolt
handle is up high on the receiver,
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The three-slot Picatinny rail at the back of the pistol not only allows you to
attach an arm brace like this SB Tactical model, it also enables you to adjust
it for height to accommodate various sighting systems.
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so if your optic mount has screws
or bolts that stick out the side, be
careful you don’t skin your knuckles on them when working the bolt
handle.
Another bolt handle note: I
switched my bolt to the left side of
the gun and then installed a brace
that folds to the left side—where it
can’t fold completely flat because of
the bolt handle. Oh well.
As it comes from the factory,
this pistol looks a bit awkward to
me. But bolt an arm brace on the
back, mount an optic and insert an
extended magazine, and suddenly
it looks like a completely different
gun. A far sexier one.
Ruger’s PC Carbine has proven
itself to be a soft-shooting, reliable
gun, and my two near-adult sons
and I put more than 300 rounds
through my PC Charger before I got
around to accuracy testing. We ran
the plate rack at the local gun club
dozens of times, hammered multiple USPSA silhouette targets, and
just generally had a great time.
This is a very fun gun to shoot.
Even though this pistol is lighter
than most pistol-caliber carbines,
felt recoil is the same or less, which
means the dead-blow action works
as advertised.
We burned through a huge chunk
of my 9mm ammo supply—full metal jackets, jacketed hollowpoints,
some of the Federal polymer-coated Syntech ammo—and the Ruger
ate it all without a hiccup. We shot
the Charger so much and so fast
we actually got the handguard hot,
which is quite a feat when shooting
pistol ammo. With hotter +P ammo,
you’ll often see significant velocity
increases out of the 6.5-inch barrel.
When shooting it without a brace,
or with the brace strapped to your
arm, you’ll get the best results using the push-pull method. Pull back
with your firing hand and push forward on the handguard with your
support hand.
Even with a short barrel this
pistol was as accurate as some
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

ACRO P-1™
Fully enclosed optical channel.
Up to one year of constant-on use from
one battery.
Operationally parallax free.
All electronic parts sealed inside sight body.
Change battery without removing sight.
Fast target acquisition.
Holster friendly design.
Legendary Aimpoint ruggedness.
Compatible with most optics-ready pistols.

THANK YOU TO THOSE WHO SERVE.
Discount for First Responders and U.S.
Military at www.aimpoint.us
M03399

CHARGE!
with your support hand, you hit the
mag release with your thumb. After
inserting a fresh magazine into the
nicely beveled mag well, bring that
hand up to tug on the bolt handle if
you’ve moved it to the left side. You

full-size carbines I’ve tested,
which means you can shoot it far
more accurately at distance than
you can a standard handgun.
Magazine changes are quick if,
while grabbing the spent magazine

<

The factory installed magazine well fits the provided Ruger magazine (l.),
but Ruger also includes a drop-in well for Glock mags, which are not supplied.
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can do all this while keeping a firing
grip on the pistol.
Ruger has seen huge sales with its
PC Carbine, and some of those have
been to USPSA/IDPA competitors.
As a result, a number of companies
now offer upgraded parts and accessories for the gun suitable for a
variety of endeavors, and just about
every piece meant for the Carbine
will fit on the Charger.
I wish Ruger had put an actual
muzzle device on the PC Charger instead of a thread protector. I expect
only a few purchasers will actually
mount a suppressor, whereas every
buyer would benefit from the performance of a muzzle brake. Anything
would look better than the stubby
muzzle of the factory gun.
On that same range trip with my
kids, I taught the girlfriend of one
my sons how to shoot. While she
struggled to hit anything with a
standard handgun, when she used
the brace-equipped PC Charger with
its Trijicon SRO, she was able to
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shoot a plate rack at a steady pace.
That dramatically improved her
confidence.
Red dots often help new shooters,
as does the extra point of contact
provided by the brace. This teenage
girl went from barely being able to
hit a man-size target at 10 yards to
smoothly running a plate rack. This
is why I recommend PCCs for home
defense: Recoil is less, while hit
probability skyrockets, no matter
your skill or stress level.
Ruger told me a number of police
departments have purchased the
PC Carbine, and the company
expects to see a lot more interest
in the new SBR version of the PC
Carbine, which is basically the PC
Charger with a stock clamped on

the back instead of a brace. As a
defensive arm, the PC Charger has
a lot of utility.
Ruger’s new PC Charger is reliable and great fun to shoot no matter what you have in mind for it, and

it breaks down into a tiny package
for storage or transport. And just
like every version of the PC Carbine, it’s reasonably priced. I liked
my sample PC Charger so much I’m
buying it.

Buy it now. Log on to GalleryofGuns.com, select
this firearm, pay a deposit and it will be at your
local gun store in two days. When purchased from
GalleryofGuns.com, Davidson’s guarantees to repair
or replace this firearm for life.
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If you switch the bolt handle to the left side and then install a brace that
folds to the left, the brace won’t fold flat.

It’s the Winchester 231 equivalent
specially enhanced to eliminate copper fouling as you shoot. It delivers the
same clean-burning consistency and low-ﬂash characteristics, while prolonging
the full accuracy potential of you and your ﬁrearm.

THE SILENT
TREATMENT
BY KEITH WOOD

HORNADY’S SUBSONIC AMMO CUTS THE NOISE
BUT STILL DELIVERS THE PERFORMANCE.
42 HANDGUNS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020
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’m not sure who deserves credit for the explosion in
suppressor popularity in this country, but there is
little doubt of its occurrence. Suppressors are regulated by the National Firearms Act, which means
that every transfer must be approved. If we dive
deep into the data published by BATFE in 2017, we can
see that the number of Form 4 transfer applications went
from 7,024 in 1990 to 133,911 in 2016.
Since there have been a fixed number of transferable
machine guns since 1986, it is a safe assumption that
the vast majority of those Form 4 applications were for
suppressors. So how many suppressors are actually out
there? According to the American Suppressor Association, the number stood at 1.8 million as of January.
The rapid growth in suppressor ownership left a gap in
the ammunition market, i.e., the widespread availability
of quality subsonic ammunition designed specifically
to work at such low velocities. With few players doing it
right, Hornady stepped in and built its Subsonic line of
ammunition to meet the demand.
I grew up in a home with a pretty healthy collection
of firearms—and among them was a handful of suppressors. Because of my long experience with them, I knew
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

few were as quiet as those you saw in the movies. Unless
it was a suppressed subsonic .22 rimfire, it still sounded
like a gunshot.
A suppressor works by temporarily trapping propellant gases inside a system of baffles, effectively flattening
the curve of muzzle blast and, therefore, sound signature. Think of it as a muffler for a firearm.
But here’s the rub: Unless subsonic ammunition is
used, even a suppressed firearm will produce a sonic
“crack” as it moves through the air. The muzzle blast
is far less pronounced near the shooter, but the overall
sound signature is still loud.
If you’re a soldier trying to quietly take out a sentry or
a rancher hunting a group of feral hogs, this additional
noise could mean the difference between success and
failure. The solution to this problem is simple: ammunition that doesn’t create a sonic signature because it is
moving at less than the speed of sound. Bullets reach
supersonic speeds at around 1,130 fps at sea level with a
temperature of around 70 degrees. Therefore, in order to
be reliably subsonic, a load must have consistent velocities of less than 1,100 fps.
Various loads have been used in suppressed firearms
since suppressors came into common use in World War
II and on into more modern times, but it wasn’t always
ideal for its intended use (see sidebar). That started to
change in the 1970s and ’80s when the 9mm submachine
gun was the go-to weapon for counter-terrorist troops
and 147-grain subsonic jacketed hollowpoint ammunition
became more widely available.
There was still a problem, though. Not all pistol bullets
are designed to expand reliably at subsonic velocities,
which often left terminal performance lacking. This
problem was more pronounced with rifle ammunition,
but handguns were not immune.
When civilians began shooting suppressors over the
past decade or two, they also recognized the lack of performance of many subsonic loads. The answer couldn’t
be higher velocities, which meant the solution had to be
bullets that would expand more readily. When Hornady
set out to produce its own subsonic ammo, it specifically
chose bullets that are designed to expand at slow speeds.
Hornady launched its Subsonic products in 2018 and
added handgun chamberings in 2020. Hornady’s handgun line of Subsonic ammunition contains three loads for
three different cartridges: a 147-grain 9mm, a 180-grain
.40 S&W and a 230-grain .45 ACP.
Each of these loads uses Hornady’s proven XTP
(eXtreme Terminal Performance) jacketed hollowpoint
bullet. These bullets were no doubt chosen because they
were already designed to expand in these muzzle velocity ranges since the company’s 147-grain, 180-grain and
230-grain loads fit into that envelope.
I had three suppressor-ready handguns available for
this test: a 9mm Glock 19 with a Lone Wolf threaded
barrel; a .45 ACP Glock 21 with a SilencerCo threaded
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barrel; and a suppressor-ready
Fueled By Ed Brown MP-F3 in 9mm.
My two centerfire handgun suppressors are an older 9mm from
DeGroat Tactical Armaments and a
SilencerCo Osprey 45. The DeGroat

T
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According to instructor and prolific inventor Bill Rogers, who has
given the issue careful study, flinching is often caused by the overpressure event of propellant gases reaching the shooter’s eyes. This causes an
involuntary response a suppressor
can eliminate. Rogers traditionally
used a gas mask to coach shooters
out of a flinch, but a suppressor is a
more comfortable solution.
Accurate sound-measuring equipment is cost-prohibitive for average
folks like me, so I can’t list the actual
reductions in sound using Hornady’s
Subsonic ammunition. SilencerCo’s
data, which I trust are correct, list
average muzzle report measurements of 125.2 dB for 9mm and 131.3
dB in .45 ACP using the Osprey 45
suppressor.
For comparison, OSHA’s “hearing
safe” threshold is 140 dB, so all of
these loads should fall into that category when using a quality suppressor. Keep in mind that the decibel
scale is logarithmic, not linear.
From a practical but subjective
standpoint, both loads I tested were
consistently quiet when used in my
suppressed pistols. I’ve shot plenty of
suppressed centerfire handguns,

Hornady’s Subsonic runs at consistent, proper speed, and its XTP bullet is
designed to expand at lower velocities.
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hough Hiram Maxim received a patent
for a “Silent Firearm” way back in
1909, suppressed weapons first came
into common usage during World War II, when
they were used by members of the U.S. Office
of Strategic Services and the British Special
Operations Executive. OSS members used
suppressed firearms in .22 Long Rifle and .45
ACP in both pistols and submachine guns,
while the SOE men used firearms chambered
in 9x19mm.
Target velocity .22 rimfire ammunition is
generally subsonic, as is 230-grain ball ammo
in .45 ACP, so subsonic ammunition was
widely available in those cartridges. I can find
no definitive record of subsonic 9mm ammunition being loaded until 1946, when the British began adopting the Sterling submachine
gun, suppressed versions of which were used
in combat into the 1980s.
It is possible, though, since many World War
II suppressors used replaceable wipes in lieu
of baffles, muzzle velocities were sufficiently
slow to be classified as subsonic. Since so few
of these firearms were in existence, there just
isn’t much reliable information available.
The CIA and certain military units adopted
suppressed 9mm firearms in the 1950s and
’60s, which led to more widespread production
of purpose-built subsonic ammunition. Most of
these loads used 158-grain bullets to slow the
muzzle velocities down to subsonic levels.
The most widely known suppressed firearm
of this era is undoubtedly the Smith & Wesson
Mk 22 Model 0 “Hush Puppy” that accompanied U.S. Navy SEALs to Vietnam. According to
military historian Kevin Dockery, those pistols
were loaded with 158-grain subsonic ammo
loaded by the Super Vel Cartridge Corporation
and were required to produce a muzzle velocity
of less than 1,045 fps.
Because the suppressor on the Mk 22 used
internal wipes, only full-metal-jacket ammunition could be used. Hollowpoints would expand
upon contacting the wipes, likely destroying
the unit. This meant users were handicapped
by a slow-moving 9mm bullet that would not
expand, which was not ideal.—KW

suppressor’s 1/2x28 threads matched
both 9mm barrels, while the Osprey
is user-configurable to a variety
of different thread patterns using
its interchangeable piston system.
Because of this, I was able to mount
the Osprey on both the .45 and 9mm
handguns.
In case you’re wondering, it is perfectly fine to use a .45 suppressor on
a 9mm, and there is no loss in soundreduction performance. But here I
want to make the point that while
subsonic ammunition is hypothetically quieter than supersonic issue
in any given firearm, there is no
noticeable difference in terms of the
report unless a suppressor is used.
In other words, don’t think you can
fire an unsuppressed firearm with
subsonic ammo without seriously
damaging your hearing (or disturbing the neighbors).
Suppressors also cut recoil and
muzzle blast, making them physiologically easier to shoot well, and
they add weight and stability to the
firearm. Because of these attributes,
particularly the reduction in muzzle
blast, suppressed firearms with subsonic ammunition are a great tool for
coaching new shooters.
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* WALTHER PP
$629.00
#GUN837

*FFL
REQUIRED

Very good+ condtion
7.65 cal / .32ACP
Fixed sights
Black plastic grips
3.9” barrel
6.7” overall
8 round mag

* HS 2000
$299.00
#GUN839

Made in Croatia
Polymer frame
Steel slide
4” barrel
Palm safety
* PARA ORDNANCE
Fixed sights

* Fair + condition is also available
50-70% ﬁnish $549.00 #GUN838

BLACK OPS 14 FRAME
$139.95 #GUN817

* PARA ORDNANCE

WARTHOG FRAME
$99.95 #GUN821

1911 .45 DRUM MAGAZINE
28 rd, .45 ACP, drum mag for
the 1911 pistol. Easy to load
and operate! $64.95 #RPM309
***PLEASE NOTE: This item is
restricted in certain states and/or
localities.

PADDED PISTOL
CASE BY ALLEN
CO.
Superb 3 pocket
case holds at least
one medium framed
pistol w/ 5” barrel
or several smaller
compact pistols w/two compartments for
extra mags. New. $12.95 #MISC886
SIGN UP FOR OUR EMAIL BLAST
AND BE FIRST TO SEE NEW
ITEMS & DEALS ! TEXT SARCO
TO 22828

1911 AUTO
MAGAZINE,
7 round $8.95
#C45298

CHECK O
FIREARM UT
FOR COM S NEWS
PLETE LIS
T-

CZ52 PISTOL
MAGAZINE,
ORIGINAL
Steel for 8rd for
7.62 x 25mm
ammo. $17.50
#CZ5202

without scabbard. $39.00 #BAY333
*Check your local laws on ‘knuckle knives’ before ordering. Cannot ship to CA, IL, MI, VT, MO, DE, MA, NY, NJ

We have 100’s of original and new production holsters!
See our website and our ads in the Firearms News!

SEE OUR GOODIES IN SARCO’S
30 PAGES OF PUBLISHED
ADS MONTHLY IN

“FIREARMS NEWS” OR AT
SARCOINC.COM

BARGAIN BASEMENT SALE !!

www.S

610.250.3960

LDA CARRY FRAME
$119.95 #GUN822

(RIGHT HAND)
Model 1911 in
original WW2 color
of russet brown w/
leg strap. $35.00
#HOL106

Jennings .22 cal Magazine,
6rd. Reg. $22.95
Sale! $12.95 #RPM274

LIKE
US ON FACEBOOK !

* (Have few pistols with German police
markings, call for price and
availability )
* PARA ORDNANCE

Taurus Model 92, 9mm Magazine,
repro 15rd. Reg. $14.95
SALE! $9.95 #5RPM112

.com

Phones Open: Mon-Fri 8:30am - 5pm, Call for Showroom Hours

Use
Coupon
Code:

HGFALL20
** Free shipping excludes
firearms, ammo, oversized &
heavy items. See our website
for more details & exclusions.
Expires 9/15/20
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and these loads were, to my ear,
as quiet as any.
There is a common myth that suppressors decrease the velocity of a
given load, which is probably a throwback to the days of suppressors using
wipes instead of baffles. I have found
the opposite to be true, and in each
case here, the suppressed velocities
were appreciably higher.
Consistency in velocity is very
important in this context because

a significant extreme spread could
mean that individual shots might
be supersonic, thereby creating a
significantly greater sound signature.
Hornady’s Subsonic ammunition
maintained a comfortable average velocity that kept every shot well below
the subsonic threshold. In fact, none
of the 100 or so rounds I fired moved
at greater than 1,000 fps.
Accuracy was evaluated by shooting at a 25-yard target from a sturdy

<

Aside from lower sound levels, suppressed pistols often prove more
accurate because the diminished blast makes them a lot easier to shoot.

benchrest. When discussing accuracy,
I should make it clear right away that
two out of the three guns I used did
not have suppressor-height sights
or an optic. The Osprey 45 is a lowprofile design that puts most of the
suppressor bottom below the bore,
but it still partially obscured my view
of the target with both Glocks, so take
the suppressed accuracy results with
a grain of salt.
That wasn’t the case with the Fueled By Ed Brown MP-F3, which had
both a Trijicon SRO optic and tall
iron sights that gave me a clear view
of the sight picture and the target.
In my experience, handguns are
almost always more practically accurate with a suppressor attached,
probably because they make humans
less scared of muzzle blast. As I’ve
come to expect with Hornady’s XTP
bullets, accuracy was excellent, with
one exception.
Five-shot groups from both the Fueled By Ed Brown MP-F3 and the

THE SILENT TREATMENT
Glock 19 hovered right around
the two-inch mark at 25 yards, with
both guns shooting slightly better
with the suppressor attached.

The Glock 21 fired five-shot groups
that were almost identical with the
suppressor, but with the Osprey 45 removed, groups opened up to six-inch

ACCURACY RESULTS | HORNADY SUBSONIC
Bullet
Weight (gr.)

Std.
Dev. (fps)

Avg.
Group (in.)

FUELED BY ED BROWN MP-F3/9mm
suppressed
XTP JHP
147
977

10.0

1.9

unsuppressed
XTP JHP

147

951

12.1

2.2

GLOCK 19/9mm
suppressed
XTP JHP

147

947

17.8

2.0

unsuppressed
XTP JHP

147

930

20.2

2.1

GLOCK 21/.45 ACP
suppressed
XTP JHP

230

954

14.4

1.9

unsuppressed
XTP JHP

230

921

6.9

5.9

Gun/Cartridge

Muzzle
Velocity (fps)

Notes: Accuracy results are averages of four five-shot groups fired at 25 yards from a Target Shooting Inc. Model 1500
rest. Velocities are averages of 10 shots using a LabRadar chronograph placed adjacent to the muzzle. Abbreviation: JHP,
jacketed hollowpoint

patterns. I’m not exactly sure what to
blame, but other than the shooter, my
first culprit would be the aftermarket
barrel. Perhaps not coincidentally,
the slide on the Glock 21 failed to go
into battery more than once.
Based on the accuracy and reliability I saw with each other gun/load
combination, I’m confident that the
ammunition was not at fault for either
the poor accuracy or spotty reliability. Interestingly, the worst groups of
the day showed the lowest standard
deviation in velocity, more evidence
the ammo wasn’t responsible.
Barring legislation that would
deprive us of them, suppressors are
here to stay. To maximize the performance of a suppressor, subsonic
ammunition is a must. Hornady’s
Subsonic line of ammunition correctly matches the components to its
velocity to ensure that the loads are
both quiet and terminally effective.
Quality and consistency is typical
Hornady, which is to say excellent.

®

F8 Night Sights
• Tritium Powered Front and Rear Sight — Glows in low
light to aid sight alignment
• High-Contrast Colored Front Sight — Available in Optic
Orange
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sk gun enthusiasts about Korth revolvers and
you’ll see either a look of confusion or longing
come across their faces. Many shooters have
never heard of the German brand, and even
fewer have actually shot a Korth revolver. But
those who have aren’t likely to forget the experience, and
thanks to a partnership between Nighthawk and Korth,
Germany’s über-accurate line of world class revolvers
will once again be available to American shooters.
New this year from Korth is the NXR, a Teutonic take
on the all-American .44 Magnum wheelgun. And while
parts of the NXR look downright familiar, this revolver
has some touches you won’t see on any other firearm.
Could it be possible that the very best .44 Magnum
handgun is actually made—gulp—outside the United
States? We’ll see about that later, but first let’s take a
quick look back at the history of one of Germany’s finest
firearm manufacturers.
Willi Korth was born in Stargard, Germany, in 1913.
In the years leading up to the Second World War, Korth
was employed by the Deutsche Reichsbahn, the German
national railway, and in the years following, he worked
at Mauser-Werke small arms. In October 1955, the postwar ban on firearms manufacturing ended in Germany,
and that same month Korth applied for his first firearm
manufacturing license.
Twenty years after Korth began making experimental gas revolvers in his basement, his namesake company became one of the premier revolver manufacturers
in the world. During the 1970s, benchrest and bowling
pin shoots were popular, and that increased demand for
high-end revolvers. Willi Korth was ready, and revolvers like the Korth Combat were shooting just as well or
better than anything else on the market—and winning
fans to the brand.
Korth revolvers were unquestionably good, but the
company languished throughout the 1990s. By 1999
Korth was bankrupt, and it seemed the German revolver brand was destined to become a footnote in gun
history. But in 2008 Martin Rothman took over the reins
at Korth, and since then the company is back in the
black. This was accomplished by blending the old-world
craftsmanship with modern machining and metallurgy.
The results have been fantastic.
The recent partnership formed between Nighthawk
owner Mark Stone and Korth’s Rothman has also been
advantageous, too. And while a company that primarily makes semiauto pistols in the United States and a
German company best known for its revolvers may not
sound like a perfect match, the Nighthawk/Korth partnership seemed a natural fit.
“It’s funny how similar the two companies are in
many ways,” said Bob Reeves, customer service and
custom shop manager at Nighthawk. Both companies,
he said, have a “one gun, one gunsmith” manufacturing
philosophy, and as a result, these guns also share simi50 HANDGUNS OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2020

lar fan bases. North and Nighthawk buyers demand a
premium product, and both companies deliver just that.
The Korth NXR .44 Magnum is a six-shot, doubleaction revolver based on Korth’s large frame, which is
only slightly larger than the company’s medium frame
found on guns like the Mongoose .357.
The NXR comes with a six-inch steel barrel surrounded by a barrel housing. The barrel housing
features angled vents on the sides for faster cooling,
and it comes equipped with top and bottom rails. The
bottom rail allows shooters to add or remove barrel
weights, and there are two separate rail sections on the
top of the gun: one five-slot rail on top of the frame and
another four-slot rail on the front top portion of the
barrel housing. Between the two top rails is a small
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

HIGH ROLLER
BY BRAD FITZPATRICK

KORTH’S NEW NXR .44 MAGNUM IS THE CRÈME DE
LA CRÈME OF REVOLVERS, AND IT FETCHES A HIGH
PRICE. IS IT WORTH IT?

WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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HIGH ROLLER
section of ventilated rib.
In addition to all that top rail
space for mounting optics, the NXR
comes equipped with iron sights.
The blacked-out notch rear sight
has serrations to reduce glare, and
the sight adjusts easily. Using a flat
head screwdriver, turn the elevation screw (located on the rear
portion of the top strap) counterclockwise to raise point of impact.
The smaller screw in the right side
of the sight assembly allows the
shooter to adjust windage, and turning the screw clockwise moves point
of impact right. Adjustment clicks
are pronounced and consistent, and

there are reference lines to measure left/right adjustment of the
rear sight.
The ramped front sight is a serrated black blade. It features dual
removable side panels.
The NXR’s cylinder release is
located just to the left of the hammer. The lever cylinder release is
one of the hallmarks of Korth guns,
although many current models
like the Mongoose have a more
traditional frame-mounted sliding
cylinder release. On older Korth
revolvers, the release lever is actually located on the right side of the
hammer.

<

The Korth NXR features a cylinder release lever located on the left side of
the hammer. Pressing a silver button (opposite side) below the cylinder allows
the cylinder to be removed for easy cleaning.

<

The NXR’s slashing side vents help cool the barrel, and its Picatinny rails
offer space for mounting optics and the supplied barrel weight.
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The design and positioning of the
cylinder release allows shooters to
open the cylinder without breaking
their grip on the gun, and positioning the release on the left side of
the gun makes more sense for righthanded shooters. Incidentally, the
cylinder’s direction of rotation has
also changed. On older Korth guns,
the cylinder turns clockwise. On
new Korths, like the NXR, cylinder
movement is counterclockwise.
The right side of the NXR’s frame
sports a silver button that stands
out against the gun’s black DLC
(diamond-like carbon) coating. To
remove the cylinder, swing it free
from the frame, press the button
and slide the cylinder forward.
It’s a simple system that’s also
quite robust, but the .44 Magnum
version doesn’t offer the ability to
quickly switch between calibers.
For example, Korth offers 9mm
cylinders to accompany its .357
revolvers, and thanks to some German engineering, the 9mm cylinder
doesn’t require moon clips. This
cylinder release also eliminates
any excuse you have for not cleaning every nook and cranny of your
revolver.
The Korth’s DLC finish is smooth
and even, and it stands up well to
abuse. DLC is fast becoming the
finish of choice on firearms that
are subjected to rough handling on
a regular basis. Hardness, wearresistance and a low coefficient
of friction are all reasons why a
DLC coating is a great choice for a
high-end gun, and the contrasting
black and silver metal parts adds
to the NXR’s high-end look and eye
appeal.
A heavy gun like the 50-ounce
NXR needs a solid handle, and
Korth outfits each of these pistols
with oversize Turkish walnut grips.
It’s the same grip design you’ll find
on the Korth Ranger, a grip design
by outdoor writer and wheelgun
aficionado Sheriff Jim Wilson. The
grips are plenty large for even the
biggest hands, and the broad, flat
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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of higher velocity of 10mm cartridge
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HIGH ROLLER
base works well for benchrest
shooting. The fit on these grips is
so good it’s difficult to see the seam
between the two grip halves, and
they make shooting full-house .44
Magnum loads more pleasant and
manageable.
The perfect fit and finish is a
hallmark of Korth revolvers, and that
level of quality isn’t just reserved
for the grips, either. Because these
revolvers are hand-fit and hand-

finished (one gun, one gunsmith,
remember?), the timing and operation are flawless. The hand effortlessly rotates the cylinder with each
pull of the trigger, and the lockup is
rock-solid.
In single-action mode the trigger
on the test gun broke at 3.6 pounds
without a hint of creep. But where
the NXR really shines is double action. One of the unique features of
the NXR is its roller system design.

ACCURACY RESULTS | KORTH NXR
Bullet
Weight (gr.)

Muzzle
Velocity (fps)

Std.
Dev. (fps)

Avg.
Group (in.)

.44 Magnum
Hornady FTX
Black Hills JHP
Federal JHP
Winchester JSP

225
240
240
240

1,484
1,337
1,357
1,363

16
12
11
19

1.7
1.6
2.1
2.4

.44 Special
Black Hills HoneyBadger

125

1,271

13

2.0

Cartridge

Notes: Accuracy results are averages of four five-shot-shot groups at 25 yards from a fixed rest. Velocities are averages
of 10 shots recorded on a Shooting Chrony digital chronograph placed 10 feet from the muzzle. Abbreviations: JHP,
jacketed hollowpoint; JSP, jacketed softpoint
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Traditionally, the contact points
between the trigger and hammer of
double-action revolvers are flat. The
Korth, by contrast, features a roller
that contacts the hammer and that
allows makes for a much smoother
trigger pull.
In double-action the trigger broke
at 8.1 pounds, and the pull was
exceptionally clean. There are three
different rollers that can be swapped
to adjust trigger pull weight, and
those who prefer noticeable stacking in their trigger can have the
gunsmiths at Nighthawk Custom
swap out the rollers for the desired
amount of tension on the trigger.
The NXR is not a light gun. The
one sent for testing weighed 49
ounces without the barrel weight and
55.8 ounces with the barrel weight
attached. That’s about average for a
full-size .44 Magnum, with Smith &
Wesson’s N-frame 629 Classic weighing slightly less (48.4 ounces) and
Ruger’s Super Redhawk weighing

WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

The NXR comes with a blade front sight with side panels. The panels are
easy to remove if you don’t want them.

<

slightly more (53 ounces).
The barrel weight is a nice addition to the NXR, and it allows you to
customize the gun’s balance. Removing it is simply a matter of removing
four hex-head screws.
The NXR’s overall length is 11.65
inches, width is 1.72 inches, and
height is 6.38 inches. Suggested
retail price starts at $5,299 and goes
up depending upon any additional
features you’d like to add, say, a
compensator. That kind of price
places the NXR out of reach of a lot
of shooters, but is the Korth’s price
commensurate with its performance?
Range testing .44 Magnum revolvers can be a real bear, but as .44s go,
the Korth NXR is quite manageable
to shoot. That oversize, Jim Wilsoninspired Turkish walnut grip really
fills the hand, and it provides a comfortable and secure grip on the gun.
Plus, like I said, the large, flat base
of the grips worked well shooting off
the bench.

The grip angle reminds me of a Ruger Super Redhawk, but the superb
Turkish walnut sets the NXR apart.
It’s not particularly showy in terms of
wood grain, but the grips are beautifully fit and functionally designed,
and the understated design complements the rather radical vent cuts on

the barrel housing.
I’m not sure why Korth opted to
color the cylinder release on the left
side of the gun bright red, but the
mechanism itself functions perfectly
well. Using it becomes intuitive, and
I was afraid that space might be an
issue when placing the cylinder
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release so close to the hammer.
But like everything else on this handfit gun, the cylinder release operates
smoothly, and the cylinder swings
wide from the frame for easy loading
and unloading. And although the
NXR’s push-button removable cylinder doesn’t allow for caliber swaps
like the Mongoose, it remains a nice
feature for cleaning and maintaining
the gun.
Adjusting the NXR’s rear sight is
fast and easy, and the precise click
adjustments allow you to dial in
quickly. The traditional black postand-notch style sights are fine for
target shooting, and I used them to
accuracy test the revolver.

KORTH

NXR

TYPE: single-action/double-action revolver
CALIBER: .44 Magnum
CAPACITY: 6
BARREL: 6 in.
OAL/HEIGHT/WIDTH: 11.7/6.4/1.7 in.
WEIGHT: 49 oz.; 56 oz. w/barrel weight
FINISH: Armor-Tuff
GRIPS: Turkish walnut
TRIGGER: single action, 3.8 lb. pull; double

BOOK OF THE AK47

action, 8.1 lb. pull (measured)
SIGHTS: fully adjustable black rear notch;
black post front w/removable side panels
PRICE: $5,299
IMPORTER: Nighthawk Custom,
NighthawkCustom.Com

With so much available rail space,
it would have been easy to attach a
reflex sight to the NXR and accuracy
test it that way, but because the preponderance of .44 revolver tests in
the magazine base accuracy on iron
sights, that’s what I decided to use. I
know what most six-inch factory .44s
shoot, so firing five-round groups
from the NXR using iron sights gave
me a pretty clear understanding of
how well this revolver stacks up to
the competition.
The answer is it stacks up quite
well. I expect most factory six-inch
.44s to shoot between two and three
inches for five shots at 25 yards from
a fixed rest, and that’s exactly what
most will do. The NXR did noticeably
better: 1.5- to two-inch groups were
common, not an exception. It’s safe to
say there is a noticeable decrease in
group sizes when shooting the NXR
as compared to similar iron-sighted
.44 Magnums.
I did shoot a few groups with a
Sightmark Mini Shot M-Spec in
place, and the groups shrank even
further. Mount a red dot on this gun
and it will go under an inch at 25
yards for five shots.
If the NXR’s accuracy is a step
above the competition, its function
and operation are two steps above
anything else. Everything from ham-

2017

CHINA’S
TYPE 81 5.56 AK
AK FUN AT
RED OKTOBER
IWI’S
GALIL PISTOL
SHORT
BARRELED
SHOTGUN?
THINK VEPR!
OK, THE AK’S
RELIABLE; WHY?
MODERN MUZZLE
DEVICES TAME
YOUR AK
SIRE OF THE BREED
RPG-2

<

The NXR comes with Turkish walnut grips with large finger grooves and a
flat base, which fill the hand and provide a comfortable and secure grip.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

mer pull to cylinder rotation to the
trigger is buttery smooth. The hammer spur on the NXR is smaller than
on older Korth guns, yet it’s still easy
to reach.
But if I had to pinpoint one factor
that sets this $5,000 revolver apart
from the list of other .44 Magnums on
the market, it’s simple: double-action
trigger pull. The Korth double-action
trigger is smooth, light and even
throughout the pull thanks to the
wheel design. My Wheeler gauge told
me it was eight pounds, but I’d swear
it was less, and it’s easy to shoot this
gun well in double-action mode.
After the benchrest portion of
the range test was complete, I fired
several rounds at torso targets from
10 yards offhand without cocking the
hammer. Firing Black Hills Honey
Badger .44 Special ammo, I could
consistently punch star-shaped holes
into the vitals of the torso target
offhand. The barrel weight helped
with offhand accuracy, too. It helped
keep the muzzle balanced through
the trigger pull and mitigated muzzle
rise.
The NXR is a superb handgun
that’s built with premium machined
parts in a state-of-the-art factory,
and there’s little doubt to its claim as
the finest handgun in the world. Is it
worth $5,000? I guess that depends
on your tastes and budget, but bear
in mind that mountain rifle hunters
and wingshooters head to the field
every year with hunting guns that are
worth $5,000.
If you’re still rolling your eyes at
the price tag, keep in mind that as of
this writing Nighthawk is sold out of
the Korth NXR .44 Magnums. That’s
right—if you want one, you’ll have to
wait.
Building the world’s best revolver
is a lofty goal, but it seems Korth may
have done just that. I suspect founder
Willi Korth would be happy to see
where his namesake company is
today, and his company’s partnership
with Nighthawk Custom will ensure
Germany’s royal revolver keeps
showing up in the States.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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| FIRING LINE REPORT | BY J. SCOTT RUPP

TAURUS

G3c

TYPE: striker-fired semiauto centerfire
CALIBER: 9mm Luger
CAPACITY: 10+1 or 12+1
BARREL: 3.2 in. stainless steel
OAL/HEIGHT/WIDTH: 6.3/5.1/1.2 in.
WEIGHT: 22 oz.
CONSTRUCTION: Tenifer-coated slide,

THIS IS THE GOLDEN AGE OF SMALL CARRY
pistols, and the new G3c from Taurus
is the latest evidence of that. While
not as small as competitors like SIG’s
P365 or Springfield’s Hellcat, it’s still a
gun sized right for concealed carry and
provides 10+1 or 12+1 firepower—at
half the price of the other two pistols I
just mentioned. And it’s U.S.-made in
Bainbridge, Georgia.
The G3c is plenty small: 6.3 inches
overall length, 5.1 inches high and
1.2 inches wide. At just 22 ounces
unloaded, it’s not going to be a pain to
carry all day, every day.
The alloy steel slide features front
and back cocking serrations. They’re
not overly aggressive, and there are
only three of them in the front, but they
get the job done. The slide is treated
to a Tenifer finish, which is both wearand corrosion-resistant.
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The sights are steel. The front is
pinned and features a white dot. The
serrated rear is set in a dovetail. I’m
a fan of this setup because I find rear
white dots to be distracting for most
shooting, and I like the relationship
between the G3c’s rear sight notch
and the front post. It’s a clear and
fast-to-acquire sight picture. The rear
dovetail is cut to accept a wide range
of aftermarket sights if you want to
change the setup.
The grip portion of the frame has a
subtle palm swell and a slight beavertail, and it features panels of aggressive stippling. There are also dishedout “memory pads” on either side to
help both righties and lefties get their
firing-hand thumb in the right spot.
Similarly, there are dished-out spots
on both sides of the front of the frame
for locating your support-hand thumb.

stippled polymer frame
TRIGGER: 4.5 lb. pull w/restrike capability
SIGHTS: steel; serrated rear, white-dot front
SAFETY: manual thumb, trigger block
PRICE: $306
MANUFACTURER: Taurus USA,
Taurususa.com

Underneath you’ll find a single-slot
accessory rail.
The front of the trigger guard is
squared-off but not serrated. The rear
of the guard features a slight undercut
that helps attain a high grip on the
gun.
The G3c ships with three magazines. My sample came with 12-round
magazines, and these magazines
have an improvement not found on
the full-size G3. Taurus has added a
small scallop on the extension on the
12-rounders to give your fingers extra
room to grip a magazine should you
have to strip out a stubborn one due to
dirt or grit.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM
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| FIRING LINE REPORT | TAURUS G3c
It’s a good feature, although I
didn’t experience any issues with the
mags during testing. They all dropped
free smoothly. They were easy to load
to capacity, and they have bright yellow followers. Highly visible followers
are something I appreciate in a defensive pistol. Numbered witness holes
on the 12-round mags are located at

the half- and full-capacity marks.
Taurus describes the trigger as a
single action, and I guess that’s accurate, but don’t be thinking it’ll feel like
a 1911 trigger. The trigger does have
a flat-face design, which can be a big
help in pressing the trigger straight to
the rear without disturbing the sights.
The pull has a half-inch of low-resistance take-up before finishing with a
fairly crisp 4.5-pound break. In fact, it
breaks at less than that because about
half of the total pull weight is taken

up in the initial press—almost like a
two-stage trigger. There’s a little bit
of creep in the actual break and some
overtravel.
Taurus has long featured secondstrike capability in its semiauto triggers, and the G3c is no exception. The
restrike pull feels more like a doubleaction revolver pull, with resistance
throughout its travel as it reloads the
striker and releases the sear. That total
pull is closer to six pounds, but it’s
certainly manageable.

ACCURACY RESULTS | TAURUS G3c
9mm Luger

<

The gun comes with a well-proportioned manual safety and a flat-faced
trigger. “Memory pads” on the frame
help you locate your thumbs consistently for better control and accuracy.

Hornady Critical Defense +P
Barnes TAC XP-D +P
Federal Hydra-Shok Deep
Fiocchi JHP

Bullet
Weight (gr.)

Muzzle
Velocity (fps)

Std.
Dev. (fps)

Avg.
Group (in.)

115
115
135
147

1,093
1,109
986
894

11
12
11
7

1.7
1.8
1.9
1.4

Notes: Accuracy results are averages of four five-shot groups at 15 yards from an MTM Case-Gard pistol rest. Velocities are
the averages of 15 shots recorded 12 yards from the muzzle with a Pro Chrono. Abbreviation: JHP, jacketed hollowpoint
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be the political ride
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igniting the fervor of his “base.”
In BLITZ you’ll discover the left’s
terrifying socialist agendas as you’ve
never seen them before.
Ever since he ﬁrst announced his
Trump’s response? He’s going
presidential quest — after coming
to steamroll this opposition in
down the escalator of New York’s
November using the same playbook
Trump Tower — the media, the
he has used to win before.
establishment, and his critics in both
In BLITZ you will ﬁnd shocking
parties belittled, demeaned, mocked,
revelations:
and even laughed at Donald Trump.
✔ The 9 biggest dangers to
But the billionaire has had the
America the left poses — their
last laugh and will again in 2020.
agenda will blow your mind.
And, as David Horowitz reveals in
✔ Show me the money: names of
his just-released BLITZ: Trump Will
the billionaires and fat cats out to get
Smash the Left and Win, Trump has
Trump.
been — and will continue to be —
✔ Why charter schools may prove
the Democrats’ worst nightmare.
to be a decisive issue and why the
BLITZ reveals the attacks made
Democrats fear them.
against Trump have been the most
brutal ever mounted against a sitting ✔ How patriotism suddenly
president of the United States.
became “white nationalism” linking
Blinded by deep-seated hatred of
Trump to Hitler and the KKK.
his person and his policies, the left
✔ Why Trump is at the nexus
even desperately tried to oust Trump of the left’s secularism and hate
in a failed impeachment bid.
pushed against Christians.
Horowitz shows that their very
✔ Why every effort to demonize
attacks — targeting a man whose
Trump and his supporters is
mission has been to “Drain the
backﬁring.
Swamp” and “Make America Great
✔ Obama’s agenda: how the former
Again” — backﬁred, turning Trump
president casts a much greater
himself into a near martyr while
shadow over Trump’s
political woes than you
ever imagined.
★ Hillary is not
Donald Trump
Jr.:
gone! BLITZ shows
“If you’re interested
the “revenge” role she
in debating
plans for Trump.

Buzz on BLITZ

deranged liberals with facts, you
won’t want to miss this latest
book.”

Mark Levin:
“David Horowitz
has written an
indispensable book,
Blitz, explaining
why today’s Democrats are so
dangerous and why President
Trump is their nemesis.”

DAVID HOROWITZ is not just any author. Once a radical liberal, he turned
on his far-left friends when he saw their
real motives. He soon became a noted
conservative and author.
His New York Times bestseller
Big Agenda: President
Trump’s Plan to Save
America was written before Trump was elected —
so certain was Horowitz
of Trump’s victory.
Now, Horowitz is so
certain Trump will win reelection in
2020, he’s written BLITZ.

✔ The Genius: Trump’s brilliant
strategy has worked and will
continue to work —w why he’ll be
president again in 2021!
The effort to remove and destroy
our duly elected president may be
the greatest challenge America has
faced since the Civil War, explains
Horowitz.
For the ﬁrst time BLITZ exposes
the left’s strategy to take down
Trump, and how Trump not only
beat them at their own game, but
how he’s turning the tables on them
once and for all.

BLITZ retails for $30 at bookstores everywhere,
but Newsmax has an incredible FREE Offer!

Check it out today:

Online: Blitz711.com/Handguns
Toll-free: 1-800-216-8366

| FIRING LINE REPORT | TAURUS G3c
stippling on the grip and the 22-ounce
weight, the gun was really controllable. I was impressed by how fast the
pistol came back on target. I thought
it performed particularly well in drills
like the Failure Drill—two to the body,
one to the head—that require recoil
control for fast follow-up shots as well
as pinpoint accuracy.
I think it’s impressive to get a pistol
of this level of quality and performance
(not to mention three magazines) for
a suggested retail price of just $306.
Street price will likely be in the mid
to high $200 range, which is a heck
of a deal for a pistol that boasts 100
percent reliability and excellent shootability.

The stippling on the G3c’s frame
helps keep the gun locked in your
hand, and scallops on the magazine
extensions can help you strip out a
magazine that doesn’t fall free.

The sights on the G3c are steel, not
plastic, and feature a serrated rear
and white-dot front. Rupp really liked
the sight picture it presents—clear
and fast to acquire.

Buy it now. Log on to GalleryofGuns.com, select
this firearm, pay a deposit and it will be at your
local gun store in two days. When purchased from
GalleryofGuns.com, Davidson’s guarantees to repair
or replace this firearm for life.

<

lever is serrated and easy to operate
as a slide release. All the controls are
Teflon-coated.
I put close to 200 rounds through
the G3c, and it was accurate and completely reliable, thanks in part to its
beefy external extractor. Between the

<

While I don’t opt for thumb safeties on guns of this kind, the G3c’s is
certainly a good one. It’s not too small
to activate and not so large it would
snag on the draw. The on/off tension
is just right. The tab on the slide-lock
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| BACK PAGE BEAUTIES | By STAN TRZONIEC

NAA ANTI-VENOM
COLLECTORS ARE ALWAYS LOOKING
for something different or unique.
Collectibles can be quite expensive,
but there are bargains out there for
shooters looking for something a
little special. That is where the limited-edition Anti-Venom revolvers
from North American Arms come
in. Chambered for the .22 Magnum,
they are not only handsome but also
worthy of consideration as a carry
gun—at a very affordable price.
Originally the Rocky Mountain
Arms in 1972, the company was sold
and renamed North American Arms
in 1974. Its revolvers are five-shot,
single-action rimfire guns, and they
are available in a number of configurations in .22 Long Rifle, Short and
Magnum.
The Anti-Venoms are available in
two barrel lengths with an attractive snake head engraved by Black
Ice Coatings in Spanish Fork, Utah,
on the left side of the frame. With
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a longer barrel of 15/8 inches, the
Magnum model ($250) comes with a
snakeskin-themed boot-style grip.
The Magnum Snub ($240) checks in
with a 11/8 -inch barrel and a bird’shead grip. It has the same snakeskin
pattern on the grip and snake head
engraving on the frame.
My two samples exhibited quality fitting. The topstrap, frame and
barrel are matte stainless, as are
the cylinder’s flutes, while the rest
of the cylinder body is polished for a
nice contrast.
The hammer is easy to grasp,
thanks to its moderate size and serrations on the spur. The hammer has
a half-cock position, which aids in
loading and unloading the gun. To
load, pull the hammer to the halfcock position. Grasp the cylinder
pin, push in the release and pull out
the pin. Load the five cylinders and
reinstall the cylinder.
These revolvers have hammer

safety slots in between the cartridge
chambers to prevent an accidental
discharge if the gun is dropped.
Manually rotate the cylinder to
one of these notches and lower the
hammer. When you draw back the
hammer, the cylinder rotates to the
next chamber.
The Anti-Venom sights feature a
groove-or gutter-type rear combined
with a standard round half-moontype blade out front. The grips are
small but fine for this handgun. I
particularly like the Magnum Snub
gun with the bird’s-head rounded
grip, as it seems to fit my hand better. The small trigger is serrated
and broke at four pounds.
North American Arms revolvers—
especially the .22 WMR models,
in my opinion—are handy to have
around. The Anti-Venom versions,
which are available through Bill
Hicks & Company, take the looks of
these guns to the next level.
WWW.HANDGUNS.COM

Tough protection in two sizes

STR-9, 9MM
15+1 CAPACITY

Reliable protection optimized for
every day carry. Stoeger’s reputation for
dependable and durable firearms continues
with the new STR-9C striker-fired, semi-automatic
9mm pistol. Smaller than our full-sized STR-9,
it’s made for concealed carry. Both models feature
an integrated rail for accessories, internal safety,
front and back slide serrations for easy cycling,
a three-dot sight system, enhanced ergonomics,
and rounded edges for snag-free draws and
holstering. Interchangeable backstraps offer
a custom fit. Experience the feel, balance and
quality of our STR-9 and STR-9C at your local
firearms dealer today. For more information,
please visit us online at StoegerIndustries.com.

STR-9C, 9MM
13+1 CAPACITY

Overall length of the STR-9C
is 6.9" compared to 7.44"
for the standard STR-9.
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